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MAIN FINANCIAL RESULTS 2021
The financial results of Norofert SA were audited by Deloitte and the auditor's opinion was
without any reservation for the financial year 2021.
§

Turnover: 51,962,990 RON

§

EBITDA: 10,128,438 RON

§ Operational profit: 9,647,313
§ Result without the impact of the provision: 8,275,699
§ Provisions: 1,187,015
§

Net profit: 7,088,684

§

Percentage of receivables collected: 99.4%

§

Investments made: RON 8.86 million

§

Net margin generated by core business: 20%

§

Breakdown of turnover by business lines:
o Input production - 79%
o Seeds - 9%
o Trading - 11%
o Retail - 1%

§

New products launched: 5

§

Coverage of all important agricultural areas in Romania

§ Number of employees: 58
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ABOUT NOROFERT GROUP
SHORT HISTORY
Norofert SRL was founded in 2000 in Bucharest by Florin Popescu, being the first company to import and
distribute fertilizers created with the help of advanced technology in Romania. The company was
originally specialized in the distribution of specialized foliar fertilizers from Norway, the Netherlands,
Germany and the USA, being the sole distributor for producers such as Yara, Kali und Salz and Rio Tinto.
In 2009, Norofert approached the Romanian organic farming sector, which was in its infancy at the time,
and became a market promoter and trainer for fertilizers and plant protection products for large organic
crops. In 2010, Norofert Eco SRL was founded, a company that became the first distributor in Romania
of ecological inputs from Spain, Germany and the United States. Between 2010 and 2015, distribution
activities continued to grow and develop. In 2015, Florin Popescu was forced to retire from the business,
and Vlad Popescu, his son, took over the management of the company.
In 2016, Norofert officially became the first Romanian supplier and producer of fertilizers and complex
treatments needed in organic farming. With the support and collaboration of national research institutes,
Norofert has developed a range of four products corresponding to the products imported until 2015, but
with improved formulas and adapted to the specific conditions of Romanian agriculture. In the same
year, Norofert inaugurated the first factory of fungicides, insecticides and organic fertilizers in Romania,
providing the necessary for farmers in the ecological system, at national level in Filiași, Dolj County.
Between 2016 and 2018, the company experienced a period of accelerated growth as a result of the
development of its own innovative technology called "BioChain", which involves the exclusive and
synergistic use of plant raw materials, animals, bacteria and microorganisms in the production process.
Along with bio-fertilizers, Norofert offers a full range of organic plant protection products such as
insecticides, fungicides, seed treatments and foliar treatments. The results above expectations for
wheat, corn, sunflower, rapeseed and soybean crops in 2017 increased the notoriety and visibility of the
Norofert brand, which continued to develop its product range, with the number of products developed
reaching 12. The change in position and strategy was also reflected in the evolution of the main
performance indicators, the turnover volume reaching, in 2018, a level 7 times higher than the one
reported at the end of 2015, while the net profit margin rose from 9.58% in 2015 to 41.02% in 2018.
With a special resonance in the profile press and on the target market, the year 2018 marked the launch
of Norofert products in the form of an effervescent tablet. Replacing the classic granular or liquid format,
the effervescent tablet completely eliminates the risk of alteration at high temperatures, extends the
shelf life to 10 years and reduces storage and transportation requirements - net benefits, with
revolutionary impact for the Romanian organic farming sector. In its 18th year in the market, Norofert
has undergone a welcome process of rebranding, the vehicle for the new revolutionary product lines, and
has become the sole producer of inputs for organic farming.
In May 2019, Norofert announced the launch of a line of 8 new FITO products for small farmers and hobby
gardening activities, for the promotion and distribution of which it has signed partnership contracts with
RepublicaBIO for online sales and RODBUN and Agrii, for its distribution in the networks of
phytopharmacies with national coverage.
Also, in 2019 Norofert decided to increase the company's share capital and subsequently listing on the
Bucharest Stock Exchange on the multilateral trading system - SMT. During the private placement of the
shares that took place in July 2019, the company attracted capital of 7,125 million lei. Following the
private placement, in August 2019, Norofert introduced a new product line for conventional agriculture,
called Karisma, which consists of fertilizers and an insecticide, produced both in liquid form and in the
form of effervescent pills. With the Karisma line, Norofert entered the conventional agricultural market,
which has a current size of 9 million hectares of arable land in Romania.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE ISSUER'S BUSINESS LINES
Norofert's main activity is the development and production of its proprietary inputs recipes for organic
and conventional agriculture (since August 2019). In addition to the range of 65 different products,
grouped into 3 main lines, the company designs customized crop preparation and optimization schemes
that allow adapting organic inputs to the specific needs of the crop depending on the soil, weather
conditions and the particularities of each crop.
Norofert currently produces agricultural fertilizers and inputs which are available in the market under 3
different brands - Norofert Organics, inputs for organic farming (large crops), Karisma, inputs for
conventional agriculture (large crops) and Norofert Fito, fertilizers and phytosanitary for gardening and
small farmers. Below are the details of each line:

Another new line of business for Norofert, introduced in 2021, is organic farming and in this sense from
2022 the entire area will become certified organic. The investments scheduled for Ferma Zimnicea,
presented in the BVC of 2022 will ensure a sustainable and profitable development of this line of business.

The third line of business is the trading of organic cereals and represents above all the guarantee of the
recovery of the debts from the market. As shown by the revenue level in the autumn 2020 and spring
2021 seasons, in which the organic grain barter was implemented, the business model was validated and
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integrated into Norofert's commercial policy. Moreover, organic grain trading is a vector of revenue
growth as the company has managed to conclude contracts to take over the goods left vacant after
offsetting the balances.

PRODUCT PORTFOLIO
Norofert products, authorized under EU Regulation 889/2008 implementing EU Regulation 834/2007 and
additionally certified for ECOCERT France quality and conformity, are complex mixtures of at least 6
active substances. These active substances act synergistically, enhance and complement each other,
gaining a unique and competitive character among similar products on the market.

Norofert Organics - inputs for organic farming (large crops)
Norofert presents a complete catalog of products developed in its own laboratories, which comply with
all European standards for organic farming and can cover all the needs of an organic crop, such as seed
treatments (insecticides), foliar fertilizers, fungicides, insecticides, biostimulators and soil fertilizers, as
well as limiting the absorption of heavy metals in vulnerable plants:
•

fertilizers - substances applied to the soil or plant tissue in order to supplement the essential nutrients
for optimal plant development: foliar fertilizers dedicated to crop categories, granular solid fertilizers
for soil application, but also seed germination biostimulators;
• insecticides - substances with a role in pest control - insects: insect-fungicide treatments for seeds,
insecticides specifically dedicated to pest categories;
• fungicides - organisms processed with a role in the extermination of parasitic fungi and their spores,
preventing the degradation of crops: specifically dedicated fungicides, by categories of diseases;
• insecto-fungicide treatment of the seed - antimicrobial or fungicidal solution in which the seeds are
treated before planting to control seed-borne diseases. This process reduces the amount of
pesticides subsequently required, with a positive impact on the environment;
• foliar treatments - the method of feeding the plant by applying a fertilizer directly on its leaf,
allowing the absorption of essential nutrients;
• other products for specific needs, such as adjuvant for rapid synthesis, products for decomposing
straw, adjusting the level of acidity of water or products for removing heavy metals, etc.
The catalog of all products in the Norofert Organics line can be downloaded here.
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Norofert ORGANICS Horticulture
In June 2020, the company's management announced the launch of a new line of organic inputs for
horticulture and viticulture, called Norofert Horticulture. The new product line covers all the needs of
farmers working in viticulture and horticulture growing. The line takes into account all European rules on
cross-compliance and environmental protection, as well as the revolutionary decision banning the use of
neonicotineids in agriculture. The entire range can be used in both organic farming and conventional
agriculture, as the products are made from the highest quality raw material and superior non-GMO
genetic material. The potential of this line is significant, as it is primarily dedicated to the cultivation of
EU-funded vegetable and fruit orchards and farms, and management expects this line to generate
attractive profits for the group in the coming years.
Products from the Norofert Horticulture line can be purchased here.

Norofert FITO - hobby gardening line
Starting with 2019, Norofert also addressed the niche market of households concerned with the
consumption of organic products from their own production of vegetables and fruits, respectively of
those interested in gardening as a hobby (land under 1 ha) - a convenient segment by the terms of much
lower payment and more frequent seasonal cycles.
Norofert's management has identified a significant level of demand in this niche, which it is responding
to by offering its own products through phytopharmaceutical chains or online marketing. In this
direction, Norofert has launched a line of 8 FITO products presented as 100 ml and 250 ml bottles for
small farmers and gardeners. Products from the Norofert Fito line can be purchased here.

In 2021, the company developed the Hobby Gardening product line by adding the Ready-to-Use Line,
500 ml vials with direct spray on the plant, aimed at home consumers who own decorative plants and no
longer need additional dilution for application.
Ready-to-Use products can be purchased here.
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Norofert KARISMA - inputs for conventional agriculture (large crops)
In August 2019, Norofert introduced a new line of products for conventional agriculture, called Karisma,
which consists of fertilizers and an insecticide, produced both in liquid form and in the form of
effervescent pills. With the Karisma line, Norofert entered the conventional agricultural market, which
has a current size of 9 million hectares of arable land in Romania. The introduction of the Karisma line
was a crucial strategic move for Norofert, as it helps the company build relationships with important
farmers who are currently cultivating on a conventional basis but who, in the medium term, can convert
to organic farming and become customers for the Norofert Organics line. .
Following the very good results obtained by farmers in conventional agriculture, Norofert decided to
create a hybrid technology that combines the organic / ecological part with the chemical one,
materialized in a new range of products, starting from the classic formulas required by the market. So:
•

simple nitrogen fertilizers have been transformed into complex fertilizers that combine nitrogen,
organic amino acids, fulvic and humic acids - Karisma N;

•

simple boron fertilizers have been translated into complex fertilizers with boron, amino acids, auxins
and cytokinins, vegetable enzymes, etc. - Karisma Boron;

•

The KARISMA rqange covers the full spectrum of nutrition and prevention against pests and diseases
that can occur in large crops of wheat, corn, sunflower, rapeseed, flax, soybean, etc.

The direction of development towards conventional agriculture using raw materials of natural origin is a
trend that is just beginning, but with very good results due to the different mode of action versus
conventional pesticides, to which diseases and pests have developed resistance over the years.
The catalog with all the products from the Karisma line can be downloaded here.

RESEARCH - DEVELOPMENT AND OWN PRODUCTS
Norofert's product offering also features superior value-added custom inputs by incorporating
customized research services and production processes into the specific profile of soil components,
weather conditions and customer crop vulnerabilities. The process by which, on the basis of a firm order,
personalized phytosanitary products are prepared involves:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

soil analysis, based on samples collected and analyzed by Norofert experts in their own laboratories;
detailed analysis of the specific needs of the plant / culture for optimal development;
analysis of atmospheric conditions and the natural environment;
preparation of the single formula and production of the final product in the form of an effervescent or
liquid tablet;
delivery of the product to the customer, together with the application instructions;
post-delivery consulting and support services.

Regarding the research-development activity, Norofert concluded a strategic alliance with the University
of Agronomic Sciences and Veterinary Medicine in Bucharest (USAMV). The partnership focuses on two
aspects - applied research and internationalization. The collaboration involves USAMV researchers
developing with Norofert new products that meet the needs of organic farming, which will then be
marketed and sold in all markets of Norofert's business, including the United States. Norofert and
USAMV also want to contribute to strengthening the practical capabilities of future generations by
educating and training students. The focus will be on the agriculture of the future and the promotion of
innovation and digitalisation in the sector.
During 2021, Norofert carried out research and development activities, which for the issuer means
developing and improving the formulations of its agricultural inputs. The table below shows the evolution
of these efforts. In 2021, Norofert developed 5 new products.
Indicator

2019

2020

2021

NUMBER OF NEW FORMULAS

50

22

5

NUMBER OF IMPROVED FORMULAS

50

72

2

NUMBER OF NEW PRODUCTS

25

22

5

The issuer does not capitalize the research and development expenses in intangible assets.
DESCRIPTION OF ANY SIGNIFICANT MERGER OR REORGANIZATION OF THE ISSUER, ITS
SUBSIDIARIES OR COMPANIES
According to HAGEA 1 / 23.06.2021, the company's shareholders approved the dissolution, liquidation
and deregistration of the company Norofert Organics SRL, based in Bucharest, str. Crinul de Pădure no.
2, ground floor, cam. 3, bir. 4, pp. F2, sc. A, ap. 2, sector 6, having CUI 38131402, registered in the Trade
Register under no. J40 / 14744/2017, the company in which Norofert SA held a 99% stake.
Thus, in 2021 the Group's activity was divided into 2 entities, Norofert SA being the parent company.
•

Norofert Fitofarma - limited liability company from Romania (SRL) in which Norofert SA holds
99%, and Vlad Popescu, CEO and Chairman of the Board of Directors, 1%.

•

Norofert USA, LLC - Ohio Limited Liability Company, established in April 2020 as part of
Norofert's US expansion strategy, in which Norofert SA holds 99% and Vlad Popescu, CEO and
President of the Board, 1%.

At the beginning of 2022, Norofert SA completed the acquisition of a 100% shareholding in Agroprod
CEV SRL, the transaction being completed at the beginning of 2022, the company was not part of the
Group 's structure in 2021.
The audited financial results for the year 2021 presented below do not include the results of any of the
subsidiaries, because neither of the 2 companies had any relevant activity in the fiscal year 2021.
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DESCRIPTION OF ACQUISITIONS AND / OR ALIENATION OF ASSETS
The total value of fixed assets acquired during 2021 for the purpose of carrying out production activities
in the factories from Filipeștii de Pădure was 600,000 lei net.
EMPLOYEES
The organizational relations and the hierarchical-functional structure can be analyzed in the following
organizational chart:
Consiliu de Administratie

Director General (Popescu
Vlad)

Director Executiv (Mircea
Fulga)

Dept Vanzari

Dept comert
exterior Retail,
Key Account,
magazin online

Director Comercial

Director (Cristian
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Dept CercetareDezvoltare
proiecte

Dept Logistica

Dept Marketing

Director CercetareDezvoltare

Manager Dept
Logistica

Manager produse

Farming

Director Tehnic

Dept Credit si
Collection &Legal

Director Control

Dept Financiar-Contabil

Director Financiar

Departament
ProductieFilipesti

Reprezentant
comercial

Director Tehnic

Reprezentant key
account

compartiment
Trading Cereale

Logistician
gestiune
flux

Logistician
gestiune
flux

Reprezentant
Comercial

Specialist
marketing

Inginer Agronom

Control calitate
produse

Lucrator ferma

Muncitor
necalificat in

Reprezentant
comercial

Lucrator ferma

Gestiona

Reprezentant
comercial

Laborant chimist

Reprezentant
comercial

Reprezentant
comercial

Reprezentant
comercial

Reprezentant
comercial

Stivuitorist

Responsabil supraveghere
instalatii

Lucrator ferma

Muncitor
necalificat in

Analist Financiar

Analist Financiar

Contabil Sef

Dept Contabilitate &
HR - externalizata

Economist

Economist

Referent

Muncitor
necalificat in

Muncitor
necalificat in

Muncitor
necalificat in
Electrician in instalatii

sofer autoutilitara

ADMINISTRATORS AND EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT
Norofert SA is managed by a Board of Directors composed of 3 (three) members appointed by the
Ordinary General Meeting of Shareholders. The members of the Board of Directors may be Romanian or
foreign citizens, natural or legal persons, without limitation, in accordance with the legal provisions in
force.
The administration of Norofert SA is ensured by the following members, who serve a term of 4 (four)
years ending on 29.06.2025:
VLAD ANDREI POPESCU
PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND CEO
Vlad Popescu was the main strategist of repositioning the business as the first importer of ecological
inputs, then as the first Romanian producer of fertilizers and phytosanitary products for organic
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agriculture. Under his leadership, Norofert launched revolutionary products in the form of effervescent
tablets on the European market and, in 2018, the group's sales exceeded 9 million lei, with a profit margin
of 41%.

Education:
•

2010 Bachelor's Degree in Political Science at the National School of Political and Administrative
Studies in Bucharest.

Professional experience:
•
•

2015 - present: Norofert SA, President of the Board of Directors
2008 - 2015: Norofert SA, Sales Representative

Holding percentage: At the time of writing this financial report, Vlad Andrei Popescu holds 36.39% of
the share capital of Norofert SA
Remuneration: remunerated by SOP and salary
Additional information, according to legal regulations:
•
•
•
•

Vlad is currently an active partner in Norofert USA LLC, Norofert Fitofarma SRL, Norofert Agri SRL.
For the past 5 years, Vlad has not been banned by a court from serving as a board member or
supervisor of a company.
In the last 5 years, there have been no cases of insolvency, liquidation, bankruptcy or special
administration of some companies, of which Vlad's board of directors or supervisors should be part.
Vlad does not have a professional activity that competes with that of the issuer and is not part of any
agreement, arrangements or family ties with a third party due to which he would have been appointed
administrator.

ALEXANDRU VICTOR CRISTESCU
NON-EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER
Alex Cristescu is involved in the family business in real estate, with over 10 years of experience in
financing, developing and operating the buildings in his own portfolio. Since 2013, he has taken over the
entire operational activity within the company. Since 2012 he has been involved in the Association of
Graduates of the American International School in Bucharest and since 2015 he has taken over the
responsibilities of coordinating the international team together with defining and executing the
organization's strategy. Alex Cristescu studied law at Queen Mary University, London - UK, as well as at
the Catholic University of Leuven - Belgium, and has a degree in English and European Law (LLB).
Education:
•
•
•

2009 - 2013 - Mile End Rd, London, UK, Bachelor of Laws LLB, Queen Mary University of London.
International and European Law, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven.
2002 - 2009 - International Baccalaureate Diploma, American International School of Bucharest
(AISB).

Professional experience:
•
•
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2021 - present: Member of BoD of Norofert SA
2015 - present: President of AISB Alumni Association

•

2013 - present: General Manager Sancris Management

Holding percentage: At the time of writing this financial report, Alexandru Victor Cristescu holds 0.25%
of the share capital of Norofert SA
Remuneration: remunerated by SOP
Additional information, according to legal regulations:
•
•
•
•

Alexandru is currently active in Sancris Management SRL.
In the last 5 years, Alexandru has not been banned by a court from serving as a member of the board
of directors or supervisor of a company.
In the last 5 years, there have been no cases of insolvency, liquidation, bankruptcy or special
administration of some companies, of which Alexandru is a member of the board of directors or
supervisor.
Alexandru does not have a professional activity that competes with that of the issuer and is not part
of any agreement, arrangements or family ties with a third party due to which he would have been
appointed administrator.

MARIAN MARIUS ALEXE
NON-EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER
Marius Alexe is a graduate in Computer Science and holds a Master's degree in Web Technology.
Entrepreneur in IT and agriculture, he is an investor and supporter of startups and companies on the
AeRO market, where he owns minority packages to several listed companies in recent years.
Education:
•
•

2007 - 2008 - Master of Web Technologies, Gheorghe Asachi Technical University, Iași.
2003 - 2007 - Faculty of Informatics, Alexandru Ioan Cuza University, Iași.

Professional experience:
•
•
•
•
•

2021 - present: member of BoD of Norofert SA
2021 - present: member of BoD of Bonas Import Export SA
2021 - present: member of BoD of Prime Dash Development SA
2015 - present: CEO Lixux OU, Estonia
2014 -present: CEO Mexea Limited, Bulgaria

Holding percentage: At the time of writing this financial report, Marius Marian Alexe holds 11.63% of
the share capital of Norofert SA
Remuneration: remunerated by SOP
Additional information, according to legal regulations:
•

•
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Marius is currently an active partner in Bonas import export SA, Raiko Transilvania SA, Appraisal and
valuation SA, MAM Bricolaj SA, Roca X Start Up SA, Prime Dash Development SA, Milk with Almonds
SRL, Premium Fit SRL, 0-DAY CAPITAL SRL , Servinio SRL, Lixux OU (Estonia), Mexea Limited
(Bulgaria)
For the past 5 years, Marius has not been banned by a court from serving as a board member or
supervisor of a company.

•
•

In the last 5 years, there have been no cases of insolvency, liquidation, bankruptcy or special
administration of some companies, of which Marius is a member of the board of directors or
supervisor.
Marius does not have a professional activity that competes with that of the issuer and is not part of
any agreement, arrangements or family ties with a third party due to which he would have been
appointed administrator.

The executive management of the company is ensured by:
VLAD ANDREI POPESCU
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND CEO
CV above. In 2021, the general manager's salary was 12,500 lei net per month. No bonuses were
distributed to the CEO during 2021. The term of office of the CEO it is concluded for an unlimited period.
MIRCEA FULGA
OPERATIONAL DIRECTOR (COO)
Mircea Fulga joined Norofert team in February 2020 as Director of Research and Development - Bio
Division and coordinated the development of the organic input business line, through an efficient
program to convert farmers from conventional to organic agriculture, an important vector for the
Company. In addition, Mr. Fulga has contributed to the process of including the organic grain trade in the
service portfolio of the Company's organic division, giving customers the opportunity to leverage organic
production at affordable prices with Western European partners.
Education:
•
•

2018 - 2020 - Master - Information Management, University of Wallachia Faculty of Economics.
1997 -2002 - Diploma Engineer, USAMV Bucharest.

Professional experience:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2021 - present: Director of Operations, Norofert SA
2020 - 2021: Director of Research and Development, Norofert SA
2016 - 2020: Head of Service and Physical Assets and Direct Payments, Ministry of Agriculture and
Rural Development - Agency for financing rural investments.
2011 - 2015: General Manager, SC Publi Media Marketing SRL
2008 - 2011: General Manager, SC Italia Tobacco Production SRL
2005 - 2008: National Sales Director, SC Galaxy Distribution SRL
2003 - 2005: Regional Director, SC Interagro SRL

Holding percentage: At the time of writing this financial report, Mircea Fulga does not hold shares in
Norofert SA
Additional information, according to legal regulations:
•
•
•
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Mircea is not involved in any activity other than that of the issuer.
For the last 3 years, Mircea has not been a member of the board of directors or supervisor of other
companies.
In the last 5 years, Mircea has not been banned by a court from serving as a member of the board of
directors or supervisor of a company.

•
•

In the last 5 years, there have been no cases of insolvency, liquidation, bankruptcy or special
administration of some companies, of which the board of directors or supervisors should include
Mircea.
Mircea does not have a professional activity that competes with that of the issuer.

CLAUDIU DOBOȘ
FINANCIAL DIRECTOR (CFO)
Claudiu Doboș graduated from the Academy of Economic Studies, Faculty of Agri-Food and
Environmental Economics and has over 17 years of experience in auditing, financial reporting, risk
management, strategic planning and budget management. During his career, he also worked for
companies listed on the Main Market of the Bucharest Stock Exchange
Education:
•
•

2005 - 2008 Agri-Food and Environmental Economics, Academy of Economic Sciences;
2008 - 2012 Association of Chartered Certified Accountants - student

Professional experience:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2021 – present: Chief Financial Officer - Norofert SA;
2018–2021: Chief Financial Officer - Garanta Asigurari SA;
2017–2018: Financial Analysis Manager - Impact Developer & Contractor;
2015–2016: Investment Reporting Manager (CAPEX) KMG Rompetrol;
2012 - 2014: Director of Financial Analysis and Reporting - Euroins,
2010–2012: Internal Auditor - OMNIASIG VIG SA
2008–2010: Financial Auditor - Deloitte Romania
2006–2008: Administrative and Logistics Supervisor - Herbing (Areva subcontractor)

Holding percentage: At the time of writing this financial report, Claudiu Doboș does not hold any shares
of Norofert SA
Additional information, according to legal regulations:
•
•
•
•
•

Claudiu is not involved in any activity other than that of the issuer.
For the last 3 years, Claudiu has not been a member of the board of directors or supervisor of other
companies.
For the past 5 years, Claudiu has not been banned by a court from serving as a member of the board
of directors or supervisor of a company.
In the last 5 years, there have been no cases of insolvency, liquidation, bankruptcy or special
administration of some companies, of which Claudiu should be a member of the board of directors
or supervisor.
Claudiu does not have a professional activity that competes with that of the issuer.

CRISTIAN VASILE
CHIEF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT OFFICER
Cristian Vasile has approximately 9 years of experience in the public system, working in the Ministry of
Agriculture and Rural Development where he held several executive and management positions. A basic
economist, he holds a Master's degree in Banking and Stock Exchange Finance, a graduate of the
Romanian Diplomatic Institute and the British Council in Bucharest . abroad.
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Education:
•
•
•
•

2001–2005 Bucharest Energy College
2005–2008 Nicolae Titulescu University - Diploma in Economics
2008–2010 Nicolae Titulescu University
2014 - Romanian Diplomatic Institute

Professional experience:
•
•
•
•
•

2008–2009 Banca Comerciala Romana Mortgage Loan Specialist
2011–2014 Counselor for the Agency for Rural Development and Fisheries
2014–2015 Head of technical assistance service Agency for Financing Rural Investments
2015–2017 Adviser to the technical assistance department, leader and non-agricultural investments
2017 - 2019 Adviser to the leading technical assistance department and non-agricultural investments
and adviser to the minister

Holding percentage: At the time of writing this financial report, Cristian Vasile does not hold shares in
Norofert SA
Additional information, according to legal regulations:
•
•
•
•
•

Cristian is not involved in any activity other than that of the issuer.
For the past 3 years, Cristian has not been a member of the board of directors or supervisor of other
companies.
For the past 5 years, Cristian has not been banned by a court from serving as a board member or
supervisor of a company.
In the last 5 years, there have been no cases of insolvency, liquidation, bankruptcy or special
administration of some companies, of which the boards of directors or supervisors should include
Cristian.
Cristian has no professional activity that competes with that of the issuer.

IMPACT ON THE ENVIRONMENT
Norofert SA has a complete environmental permit for all production activities, issued by the National
Agency for Environmental Protection Prahova. The production facility and equipment are new or
modernized and comply with the requirements of environmental protection and occupational health and
safety.
Organic farming is an integrated system of agriculture that aims at sustainability, increasing soil fertility
and biological diversity, while banning, with rare exceptions, the use of synthetic pesticides, antibiotics,
synthetic fertilizers, genetically modified organisms and growth hormones. For all its production lines,
including Karisma for conventional agriculture, Norofert uses only natural ingredients, raw materials of
plant and animal origin, without having a negative impact on the environment. There are no disputes
related to environmental protection.
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KEY EVENTS
February - June 2021 - Share capital increase operation 2021
During EGSM from 24.11.2020 Norofert shareholders approved the capital increase operation with cash
contribution. According to EGSM decision, the Company issued in the capital increase operation 550,000
new shares with a nominal value of 0.4 Lei/Share. The operation started in February 2021 and closed in
June 2021, according to the timeline presented in the Capital Increase Prospectus.
During stage 1, which lasted between 12.03.2021 and 11.04.2021, investors subscribed to newly issued
shares based on NRF01 preference rights. In stage 1, investors have subscribed a total of 531,389 shares,
out of 550,000 shares available, which represents 96.6% of the total issue. The shares with nominal value
of 0.4 lei were offered at a price of 13.1161 lei/share.
During Stage 2, 18,611 shares that remained unsubscribed during Stage 1 were offered to investors
during a private placement. 17 investors have participated and subscribed the remaining shares.
Consequently, in Stage 2, the company has raised 244,289.85 lei.
Signing a firm agreement for the acquisition of Agroprod Cev SRL
On March 5th, 2021, the Company informed the market about signing of a binding agreement to acquire
a limited liability company, Agroprod Cev SRL, that operates 1,000 hectares of leased agricultural land in
Zimnicea, Teleorman county. The price agreed with the sellers for 100% stake in the LLC is 1,880,000
euro.
The farm is located within a 5 km distance from the Zimnicea Port on the Danube. The Danube is the
cheapest logistics route to Central Europe. In Ziminicea Port, Norofert plans to develop loading barges
capacity for its trading organic cereals business. This loading capacity presents an excellent logistic hub
for Norofert's main business. Any bio crops, either produced or received in exchange for the organic
inputs, can be sold for export by the Danube. Part of the farm will also be used as a testing facility for
Norofert’s products.
Apart from the business synergies, the acquisition of the LLC is expected to bring significant financial
benefits. The management expects that the farm will start to produce economic effects beginning from
2022. Based on the initial forecasts, management expects the total revenues from wheat and sunflower
crops as well as subsidies to reach 7.5 million lei in 2022. The annual expenses, including the costs of land
lease, leasing costs for the machinery, salaries, fertilizer costs, and costs of financing, are forecasted at 4
million lei. Consequently, the gross profit is estimated at 3.5 million lei per year.
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Resignations from the positions of Member of the Board of Directors
On March 19th, 2021, Mrs. Zuzanna Anna Kurek and on March 21, respectively, Mrs. Iuliana Mușat
resigned from the positions of members of the Board of Directors, with immediate effect. Consequently,
in compliance with the legal provisions, Mr. Alexandru-Victor Cristescu and Mr. Marian Marius Alexe
received an interim mandate only at the General Meeting of Shareholders of April 26, 2021.
Subsequently, at the GMS of 23.06.2021, the shareholders granted a 4-year mandate to Vlad Andrei
Popescu (Chairman of the Board), Alexandru-Victor Cristescu and Marian Marius Alexe (non-executive
members).
Appointment of Chief Financial Officer
On April 12, 2021, Norofert appointed Mr. Claudiu Doboș as Chief Financial Officer of the Company
starting with 11.06.2021. The contract was signed for an indefinite period of time. Mr. Claudiu Doboș
graduated from the Academy of Economic Studies, Faculty of Economics and has over 15 years of
experience in auditing, financial reporting, risk management, strategic planning and budget
management. During his career, he also worked for companies listed on the Main Market of the
Bucharest Stock Exchange.
Signing a significant contract
On April 19th, 2021, the Company informed the shareholders about the signing of a significant contract
for the sale of the organic wheat crop. The value of the contract was 1.35 million euro.
Ordinary and Extraordinary General Meetings of Shareholders
On April 26th, 2021, the Ordinary and Extraordinary General Shareholders Meeting of Norofert SA was
held. The most important items on the agenda approved by the shareholders were:
•

Revocation, following resignation, of the mandate of administrator and member of the Board of
Directors of the Company of Mrs. Kurek Zuzanna Anna and and Mrs. Mușat Iuliana and their
discharge for the period in which she held the position of administrator.

•

Election and appointment, as a result of the vacancy of two positions within the Board of
Directors, of 2 (two) new directors and members of the Board of Directors and establishing the
terms of office for the interim mandate of the 2 (two) new directors - Marian Marius Alexe și
Alexandru Victor Cristescu.

•

Approval of the remunneration policy of the Board of Directors of the Company.

Full text of the resolutions can be found at this link. The rest of the resolutions were rejected by the
shareholders and consequetly, a new Ordinary and Extraordinary General Shareholders Meeting was
convened for June 23rd, 2021 when the shareholders have approved the remaining points on the agenda,
including the 2020 financial results, share capital increase and appointment of the new Members of the
Board of Directors, for a mandate of 4 years.
Signing of significant contracts
On May 5th, 2021, the Company informed shareholders about the signing of two significant contracts one for the sale of organic rapeseed and another for the sale of linoleic sunflower. The value of the
contracts was 1.8 million euro.
Extraordinary and Ordinary General Meetings of Shareholders
On June 23rd, 2021, the Ordinary and Extraordinary General Shareholders Meeting of Norofert SA was
held. The most important items on the agenda voted by the shareholders were:
•
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Approval of the share capital increase of the Company with the maximum amount of 3.429.576
Lei, from the profit of the year 2020 to be distributed, by issuing 8,573,940 new free shares, each

•

•

with a nominal value of 0.4 Lei, for the benefit of all shareholders registered in the Registry held
by Central Depository S.A. at the registration date. The distribution of the newly issued shares
will be made according to the formula: one newly issued share for each share already held.
Approval of the purchase of a number of shares representing 100% of the share capital of
AGROPROD CEV S.R.L., headquartered in Zimnicea, 21 Zorilor Street, Teleorman County,
having sole registration code 18469094, registered in the Trade Registry under no. J34/155/2006,
according to the bilateral shares assignment agreement certified by lawyer Bianca Banu under
no. 28/05.03.2021, at the price of EUR 1,880,000.
Approval of the winding up, liquidation and deregistration of the company NOROFERT
ORGANICS S.R.L., headquartered in Bucharest, 2 Crinul de Pădure Street, ground floor, room 3,
office 4, block F2, entrance A, apt. 2, 6th District, having sole registration code 38131402,
registered in the Trade Registry under no. J40/14744/2017, company in which NOROFERT S.A.
holds a 99% participation.

The full text of the decisions can be found at this link.
Receiving the CIIF from ASF
On June 25th 2021, Norofert received from the Romanian Financial Supervisory Authority (ASF), the
Certificate of the Registration of Financial Instruments (CIIF) no. AC 4959-3/25.06.2021. The CIVM
certifies the registration of share capital increase with 550,000 new shares that were issued as a result of
Resolution of the Extraordinary General Meeting of the Shareholders of Norofert S.A. from 24.11.2020.
Pursuant to the share capital increase, Norofert S.A.’s share capital of 3,429,576 lei is divided into
8,573,940 nominative shares with a nominal value of 0.4 lei per share.
Registration of the share capital increase with Trade Registry
On July 23rd, the share capital increase through capitalization of 2020 profits, as approved by the
Extraordinary General Meeting of Shareholders from June 23rd, 2021 was registered with the Romanian
Trade Registry (ONRC). Following the registration with ONRC, the subscribed and paid-in share capital
of the Company is 6,859,152 lei, divided into 17,147,880 common shares with a nominal value of 0.4 lei
each.
Concluding of a partnership with Agrocosm Consult SRL
On August 23rd, 2021, the Company signed a partnership with Agrocosm Consult SRL, a producer of
horticultural seeds on the domestic market. Within this, the Company will supply to Agrocosm fertilizers
and biological protection products that will be used for the Little Farmer organic seed range. In the first
quarter of 2022, the partnership between the two companies ensured the presence of a range of products
in Dedeman stores, and the range of products on offer will increase in the coming quarters.

Norofert Investor Day
On August 23rd, 2021, the Company organized Norofert Investor Day, an event that took place at the
Norofert factory in Filipeștii de Pădure. During the event, the Company's management presented to the
participants Norofert's sales and product strategy, the opportunities offered by the local agricultural
sector, the production unit as well as answered questions from the investors present.
You can watch a summary of the event here .
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Increase of share capital - issuance of CIIF from ASF
On September 15th, 2021, the Company received from the Romanian Financial Supervisory Authority
(ASF), the Certificate of the Registration of Financial Instruments (CIIF) no. AC – 4959 – 4/15.09.2021. The
CIIF certified the registration of share capital increase with 8,573,940 new shares that were issued as a
result of Resolution of the Extraordinary General Meeting of the Shareholders of Norofert S.A. no.
1/23.06.2021. Pursuant to the share capital increase, Norofert S.A.’s share capital of 6,859,152 lei is
divided into 17,147,880 nominative shares with a nominal value of 0.4 lei per share.
Inclusion in the BET-AeRO index developed by the Bucharest Stock Exchange
On October 11, 2021, the Company was included in the BET-AeRO index, the first index for the AeRO
market, developed by the Bucharest Stock Exchange, which includes in its composition companies
selected based on the company's liquidity and free-float capitalization.
Signing of contracts
On November 19th, 2021, the Company informed the market about the conclusion of a loan contract
with Banca Romaneasca S.A., amounting to 3.68 mil RON and of guarantee contracts , pertaining to the
former, as per art. 6 of REGSM nr. 1/23.06.2021, as well as the completion of the shares transfer, through
which all shares issued by Agroprod CEV S.R.L. have been obtained, as per art. 3 of REGSM nr.
1/23.06.2021.
Extraordinary and Ordinary General Meetings of Shareholders
On December 27th, 2021, the Ordinary and Extraordinary General Meetings of the Shareholders of
Norofert S.A. took place. The most important issues voted by the shareholders were:
•
•
•

•

•

Approval of the revocation of the company's auditor - MGMT AUDIT & BPO SRL.
Approval of the election as auditor of Norofert S.A. of the audit company - DELOITTE AUDIT
SRL.
Rejection of the increase of the share capital of the Company by cash contribution from the
shareholders registered in the Register of Shareholders kept by the Central Depository on the
date of registration, by issuing a number of 750,000 new shares with a nominal value of 0.4 lei /
share, with the issue price per share calculated according to the method proposed by the
convener.
Approval of the mandate of the Board of Directors for prospecting for the acquisition of business
in the agricultural field, complementary or competing with the activity of Norofert S.A. and the
negotiation and conclusion of acquisitions of participations within companies of this type, within
the cumulative value limit of 30,000,000 lei until December 31, 2023.
Approval of the issue (through one or more issue rounds) of corporate bonds.

The full text of the decisions taken can be found at this link.
Appointment of Director of Operations
On January 27th, 2022, the Company informed the market of the appointment of Mr. Mircea Fulga as
Chief Operating Officer (COO) of the Company. Mr Fulga joined the Norofert team in February 2020 as
Director of Research and Development - Bio Division and coordinated the development of the organic
input business line through an efficient program to convert farmers from conventional to organic
farming, an important vector for the Company.
Conclusion of an exclusive distribution agreement
On February 15th, 2022, the Company informed the market about the conclusion of an exclusive
distribution agreement with a company (“Distributor”), based in the Republic of Moldova. According to
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the contract, the Distributor will have exclusivity for the distribution of Norofert products on the territory
of the Republic of Moldova, for a period of 4 years, starting with 11.02.2022.
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ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL RESULTS
P&L ANALYSIS
Agro-meteorological context: From a meteorological point of view, the year 2021 was a normal one,
with normal amounts of precipitation, which led to good harvests in terms of quantity, but overall suboptimal in terms of quality. Prices for the main crops have risen steadily since the first part of 2021 and
remained the same until December, following a period of slight decline. Among the large growths were
wheat and sunflower, both in the conventional and organic segment.
Increase in sales of Norofert products in the Organics range was due to the conversion to organic
farming, which Norofert fully supported, of a large number of farmers. Thus, we make sure that we have
accelerated growth from one season to another and the customer base is constantly growing.
Encouraging increases in sales of soil fertilizer have come to sustain our new business line which we will
inaugurate in due course, with setting up our new production line. Soil fertilizers are an important growth
vector and lie at the foundation of all crops, being an indispensable nutrition element in any farm. Due to
severe global supply chain issues and the crisis for raw materials (especially metal), we have had a
considerable delay in delivery for our soil fertilizer production line, over 6 months. At the time of
publication of this report, the production line is still in transit, and upon arrival it will be installed
promptly.
Hobby Gardening product line development by adding the Ready-to-Use Line, 500 ml bottles with direct
spray on the plant, addressing home consumers who have decorative plants and no longer need
additional dilution for application. In addition to the good course of the Norofert Shop online store, the
partnership with Agrocosm SRL ensures access to retail stores, bringing the volumes we want to grow
Norofert's Retail Division.
The 99.4% percentace of receivables collected in December 2021 was due to a good agricultural year,
in which farmers were able to capitalize and managed to pay their suppliers and also thanks to a Risk
Control Department whose procedures were reviewed in early 2021 and which performed in the two
agricultural seasons of the year. Since 2021, Norofert has entered into a non-payment insurance policy
with Coface for its customer portfolio. The harvest compensation mechanism is a means of securing
revenue and will become even more widespread in 2022, as the areas to which Norofert sells products
and packages have increased significantly.
The organic grain trading grew in 2021, accounting for about 11% of turnover. The growing organic
crops in Norofert's portfolio will ensure the development of this very important division in the ecosystem
of our business model, both by recovering debts and by providing an essential service to our customers:
capitalizing on their harvest at competitive prices. The need for storage space will be supplemented in
2022 with storage capacity on the farm in Zimnicea.
The research activity gained momentum in 2021, in collaboration with USAMV - Faculty of
Biotechnology. There are two very important research projects underway for Norofert's long-term
development strategy. The foundations of the research infrastructure have been laid since 2021, in the
second half of the year through investments in equipment and laboratory materials for product quality
control and for the development of new products.
It is to be noted that the Revenue and expenditure budget for 2021 it has seen an increase compared to
2020, largely due to the increase in sales of own products, above expectations for all the agricultural
campaigns of the year. To support sales and improve cash flow, we resorted to banking instruments such
as factoring or discounting promissory notes, along with SME Invest financing, in which we managed to
use receivables as a bank guarantee. In addition to financing the sales, Norofert applied for a bank loan
for the purchase of fixed assets and equipment owned by Agroprod Cev SRL, for the operation of the
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existing agricultural areas in 2022. So, current debts (factoring, BO discounts and suppliers) had an
increase of RON 9,674,546, and the long-term ones (firm credit, SME invest, fertilizer production line)
had an increase of RON 6,701,653. It is important to note that although the degree of indebtedness has
increased, it is largely composed of short-term loans, this being the classification of factoring and
discounting operations which had a very high increase in 2021 and continues in 2022. Increases with these
operations, the benefits are felt in releasing the pressure on the company's cash flow, allowing an
accelerated growth of the business, using debt as the main method of financing. In this way we address
the main problem of agribusiness, that of extended payment terms, bringing financial stability to the
Company, by financing receivables.
Together with the Deloitte auditor, the Company decided to provision RON 1,187,015.95. As mentioned
in the Preliminary Financial Report, the amount of RON 890,261 is a litigation in progress for a
commercial contract from 2019. The difference of RON 296,754.95 is represented by receivables from
2021, provided according to the aging standards for receivables.
We consider that a provision is required in this case, in full accordance with the audit rules, in order to
reflect a faithful financial situation of the Company. We also believe that a prudent supply policy is to
Norofert's advantage, especially in difficult agricultural years. When the dispute is finalized and the debts
are recovered, these provisions will be reversed, being reflected in the P / L of 2021.
Financial expenses decreased by RON 2,065,775 due to the change in the method of granting discounts,
as announced in the report for 2020. Financial expenses of RON 1,243,814 represent coupons of bonds
and bank interest.
Norofert SA concluded 2021 with a net profit in the amount of RON 7,088,684
31/12/2020

31/12/2021

Evolution%

30,576,551

48,993,625

60%

24,923,735

51,962,990

108%

4,937,646

(3,973,695)

(180%)

715,170

1,004,330

40%

21,444,207

39,346,312

83 %

11,645,970

23,349,392

100%

3,751,798

4,731,808

26%

780,820

1,925,264

147%

5,265,619

9,339,848

77%

9,132,344

9,647,313

6%

226,473

65,597

(71%)

3,309,589

1,243,814

(62%)

(3,083,116)

(1,178,217)

(62%)

Total revenues

30,803,024

49,059,222

59%

Total expenses

24,753,796

40,590,126

64%

Gross result

6,049,228

8,469,096

40%

999,513

1,380,412

38%

5,049,714

7,088,684

40%

Profit and loss account indicators (RON)
Operating Revenue, out of which:
Turnover
Change in Inventories
Other operating revenues
Operating expenses, of which:
Cost of materials
Personnel Expenses
Depreciation expenses and value adjustments
Other operating expenses
Operating Result
Financial income
Financial expenses
Financial results

Profit tax / other taxes
Net result
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ACHIEVED RESULTS VERSUS ESTIMATES
% 2021A
vs.
2020A
108%

% 2021A
vs.
2021E
48%

2020
Achieved
24,923,735

2021
Estimated
35,000,000

2021
Achieved
51,962,990

715,170

0

1,004,330

40%

100%

Total revenues

30,803,024

35,000,000

49,059,222

59%

40%

Total expenses

24,753,796

23,669,512

40,590,126

64%

71%

Net income

5,049,714

8,001,000
27.21

7,088,684

40%

-11%

18.57

(49%)

-32%

Balance sheet(RON)
Turnover
Non-refundable income
Other income
Financial income

Profitability rate

36.64

BREAKDOWN OF RECEIVABLES AND DEGREE OF COLLECTION
Degree of collection of receivables from the 2020-2021 season, on 31.12.2021: 99.4%
On 31.12.2021, receivables were registered on time (new) as follows:
•

Receivables with maturity on 30.07.2022 - 23,365,029 RON

•

Receivables with maturity on 30.08.2022 - RON 889,046

•

Receivables with maturity on 30.09.2022 - RON 9,459,712

•

Receivables with maturity on 15.10.2022 - 995,756 RON

EVALUATION OF THE TECHNICAL LEVEL OF THE ISSUER
In 2021, the main market for Norofert products was Romania, with different distribution channels for
each of the 3 business lines. The Organics range and the Karisma range reach large agricultural farms
through Norofert sales agents. Karisma is in a very crowded market for similar products and is making
considerable efforts to distance itself from the competition through packaging, wording and pricing
policy. The Hobby Gardening range is distributed through phytopharmaceutical chains (SemPlus) as it is
sold on its own website https://www.norofert.store.ro.
The production of agricultural inputs during 2021 has evolved as follows:
Production volume
FOLIAR FERTILIZERS
BIOCONTROL PRODUCTS

2020

2021

165,175 l (liquid)

275,500 l (liquid)

89,790 l

123,208 l

With regard to sales by product category, they are as follows:
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Sales by product category
(% of total sales)

2020

2021

FERTILIZERS

38%

43%

BIOCONTROL PRODUCTS

42%

35%

SEED TREATMENT

7%

2%

SPECIAL PRODUCTS

3%

5%

10%

15%

GRANULAR SOIL FERTILIZERS

EVALUATION OF THE TECHNICAL-MATERIAL SUPPLY ACTIVITY (INDIGENOUS SOURCES,
IMPORT SOURCES)
The raw material used by Norofert for all product ranges has a ratio of 70/30 in favor of domestic sources.
Apart from the products impossible to manufacture or extract in Romania (vegetable amino acids from
soy, phosphate rock or potassium sulfate), the rest of the raw materials are produced by Norofert or its
partners (multiplication of 12 types of microorganisms).
Price fluctuations for the main import raw materials are not significant and are not considered
commodities. There is, in the last 5 years, an average fluctuation of +/- 5% for amino acids or phosphate
rock.
However, price fluctuations for many of the raw materials, products and ancillary goods (bags, drums,
etc.) are noticeable with the onset of the Russian invasion of Ukraine, with supply flow problems affecting
the entire agribusiness chain along with significant price increases.
The raw materials are purchased 3 months before the start of the agricultural season to allow a
comfortable production time. Depending on the forecast, the production flow is adjusted and products
covering 70% of the forecast are introduced into production. During the campaign, depending on the
pedo-climatic conditions and / or attacks of pests or diseases, spot orders are produced, mostly of
biocontrol products.
The main suppliers of conventional seed and pesticides used to sell technology-packaged foliar fertilizers
are local importers and distributors. Norofert has not developed a dependent relationship with a single
supplier, and the classification below varies from year to year. The company chooses its suppliers
primarily based on the quality of the products, but also on the competitive price-quality ratio, which
ensures the maintenance of the integrity of Norofert formulas.
In 2021, very good growth was also recorded in the segment of soil fertilizers, the company securing
import contracts from Egypt for phosphorus-containing fertilizers, contracts that give us access to raw
materials for the fertilizer line. Direct access to the source of raw material extraction ensures stability and
predictability for the coming years and the multi-annual contracts shield the company from the
fluctuations observed in the fertilizer market in recent months.
The top 5 most important suppliers, by weight in the total value of orders in 2021:
No.
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Supplier name

Share in total order value

1.

SUPPLIER 1

10%

2.

SUPPLIER 2

7.5%

3.

SUPPLIER 3

6%

4.

SUPPLIER 4

5.2%

5.

SUPPLIER 5

3.8%

EVALUATION OF THE SALES ACTIVITY
The Romanian agricultural cycle is divided into two main seasons, each having a different influence on
the financial performance of the company:
•

•

Spring campaign - takes place between February and May, with maximum activity in March and April;
is the season for sowing sunflower, corn, peas and soybeans and applying treatments for wheat,
barley and rape sown in the fall, which came out of the winter (i.e., grew and survived the winter
season). These crops are harvested in the same year, in September and October, and payments from
farmers are collected between October and November.
Autumn campaign - takes place between August and October, with maximum activity from midSeptember to the end of October; it is the time for sowing wheat, barley and rape. These crops are
harvested the following year, in July, and farmers' payments are generally collected between August
and September.

Agricultural campaigns consist of two phases in terms of the process of selling inputs. The first phase
includes the early sales campaign, which takes place 3-4 months before the start of the sowing season.
During this period, higher discounts are paid for advance payments and technological packages
consisting of fertilizers, pesticides and herbicides. In general, better-funded farmers benefit from this
campaign. Early sales account for about 50% of sales for that season. The second phase includes the sales
campaign at the beginning of the sowing season, which is also the busiest. During this period, delivery
time, product availability and the agility of the sales team take precedence over pricing policy because
failure of the optimal input window often translates into crop losses.
For the Organics range, Norofert enjoys the status of the only producer of a full range of fertilizers and
phytosanitary products for organic farming in Romania. Therefore, the company has the ability to offer
complete solutions, from seed treatment to post-harvest treatments to the main crops of cereals,
oilseeds, fruit trees, vegetables. The competition is represented by importing and distributing
companies, which import on the domestic market mainly from countries such as Spain, Italy, Germany
or France. There is a small increase in competing companies in this niche.
The Karisma range is among the most competitive branches of agribusiness, biostimulators and
specialized products. The influx of imported and domestic products makes this market a place where
price prevails and quality is second. In terms of increasing market share, risk dispersion is one of
Norofert's top priorities, in a market where harvest lending, somewhere between 270-300 days, is a
standard. In order to reduce its exposure to the risk of debt collection specific to this sector, Norofert has
implemented a policy of careful customer selection excluding small farmers with no history of good
payers and has targeted large farmers in organic and conventional farming. Through the Risk
Department, created in August 2019, triage and eligibility for customer financing has become much more
rigorous, reducing but not completely eliminating the risk of default.
Most of the sales generated in 2021 to small farmers were generated by sales of Karisma products. The
Fito range has been aimed, through phytopharmacies, at home consumers. Norofert also sells the entire
range of products in the company's portfolio through its online store, https://www.norofert.store.ro.
PERCENTAGE OF MARKET SHARE
In a market for plant protection products and organic fertilizers valued at 10-12 million euro, Norofert has
a market share of approximately 30%, estimated by reporting the number of hectares of organic crops
for which the need for plant protection / organic fertilizer has been covered by Norofert sales to the total
number of hectares of agricultural crop to which organic inputs apply. According to Norofert's
management, given that the market now markets almost exclusively plant protection products and foliar
fertilizers, increasing the production capacity and selling organic soil fertilizers will mean strengthening
and enhancing the competitive position.
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In Romania, there are three local producers of inputs for organic farming, BHS Bio Innovation SRL,
Romchim Protect SRL, and Norofert SA. Norofert's target market is, however, significantly approached
by foreign producers through both local and conventional importers and distributors of both organic and
conventional inputs, such as Naturevo SRL, Biochem SRL, Alcedo SRL or exclusive distributors of organic
plant protection products such as Sirio Organic SRL.
Although Norofert is the leader in the Romanian organic fertilizer market, it has little recognition in the
conventional agricultural market, where it has to compete with both local and international companies,
including important players such as Lebosol or Intermag Poland.
Competitive advantages of Norofert in the profile market:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fair prices, aligned with the conventional market;
Long-term lending (180 - 280 days);
Complete range of products;
Innovative products;
National coverage through partner distributors;
Immediate availability of products;
Delivery in 24-48 hours through specialized services;
Possibility to purchase from customers a part of the production in compensation with the receivable;
Integrated pre / post sales services;
Specialized consultancy, both in the field of agricultural technology and in legislation;
Belonging to professional associations in the field;
Brand and product awareness.

EXPORT
The activity in the USA developed in 2021 in two important directions: field testing in centers authorized
to generate officially recognized results, a step that comes to support the entry into B2B distribution
networks, to farmers. The online shop site www.norofert.com has also been completed and the first
stock of products was shipped to the United States. After completing OMRI certification for the full range
of Hobby Gardening products, we will be able to start online sales no later than spring 2022. Norofert
management expects that in 2022 the US will generate the long-awaited results, following a medium
and long-term plan that we I took it on in early 2020.

Also, in February 2022, Norofert concluded an exclusive distribution agreement with a company based
in the Republic of Moldova. According to the contract, the Distributor will have exclusivity for the
distribution of Norofert products on the territory of the Republic of Moldova, for a period of 4 years,
starting with 11.02.2022. od CEV SRL, according to point 3 of HAGEA no. 1 / 23.06.2021.
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SIGNIFICANT CUSTOMERS
In terms of customer dependence, during the year 2021, the following 5 companies represented the
largest customers for Norofert Group:
No.

% in Turnover

1.

CLIENT 1

9%

2.

CLIENT 2

8%

3.

CLIENT 3

4%

4.

CLIENT 4

2.5%

5.

CLIENT 5

1.8%

Rat profitability

MAIN OPERATIONAL INDICATORS
Calculation
formula

December 31, 2020
1.

December 31, 2021

Liquidity indicators

a) Current liquidity indicator

3.58

53,992,780
18,613,989

2.99

b) Immediate liquidity indicator

2.66

47,017,395
18,613,989

2.53

2. Risk indicators
c) The degree of indebtedness indicator
3.

18,414,162
20,508,879

89.94

89.79

Activity indicators

d) Rotation speed of fixed assets

14.41

51,962,990
9,733,712

6.39

e) Rotation speed of total assets

0.74

51,962,990
63,726,492

0.82

4. Profitability indicators
f) Return on capital employed

g) Gross sales margin rate

0.28

36.64

9,550,967
38,923,041

0.25

9,647,313
51,962,990

18.57

BALANCE SHEET ANALYSIS
31/12/2020

31/12/2021

Evolution%

1,729,772

9,733,712

463%

31,962,952

53,324,374

67%

Inventories

8,183,962

6,975,385

(15)%

Receivables

23,655,106

44,233,251

87%

123,524

2,115,738

1,613%

18,607

668,406

3,492%

33,710,971

63,726,492

89%

Balance sheet (RON)
Fixed assets
Current assets, of which:

Cash and cash equivalents
Prepaid expenses
Total assets
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Balance sheet(RON)
Current liabilities
Non-current liabilities
Income in advance
Total Liabilities
Equity
Provisions
Total equity and debt

31/12/2020

31/12/2021

Evolution%

8,939,441

18,613,989

108%

11,712,509

18,414,162

57%

36.156

6,042,082

16611%

20,688,106

43,070,233

122%

13,022,865

20,508,879

57%

-

147,381

100%

33,710,971

63,726,492

89%

TANGIBLE ASSETS OF THE ISSUER
The company carries out production activities in the factory in Filipeștii de Pădure (Prahova County),
established in August 2019, where the production line is in both liquid and effervescent tablets for the
Norofert Organics, Norofert Karisma and Norofert FITO lines.
Filipeștii de Pădure
The factory in Filipeștii de Pădure has an area of 1700 sqm for production, equipped with a 2.5t crane and
storage racks, a 5000 sqm concrete platform, 150 sqm office space and 600 sqm storage space. The
equipment available at this production facility is:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

15 1,500 L stainless steel tanks with bubbling system and automatic dosing of the raw material;
6 2,500 L stainless steel tanks with temperature controlled system, bubbling system and mixture drain
pump to the packing line;
4 stainless steel basins with electronic dosing and weighing system, automated steam heating system
Packing line in 20, 10 and 5L drums;
20, 10 and 5 L drum labeling line;
High capacity effervescent tablet press with adjustable pressing force, placed in a room with
controlled temperature and humidity;
2.5t forklift, 1.5t electric leash and 700 kg manual leashes;
Sample evaluation laboratory for product batches, soil analysis and analysis of physico-chemical
properties of own products.
3 pellet presses (two medium capacity, one large capacity);
1 crusher mill (hammer mill);
1 vertical steel storage tank capacity 2500 l with air valve;
3 steel feed tanks capacity 1500 l;
3 steel feed tanks capacity 200 l;
Air compressors, electricity generators;
Computerized temperature control system in mixing tanks
Batch marking system and date of manufacture for cans and stoppers

The transport of materials and goods is facilitated by 2 means of transport with a capacity of 3.5 t and
700 kg, respectively.
Headquarters in Bucharest
Norofert also owns assets such as laptops, computers, mobile phones, multifunction printers, and
furnishings for the purpose of day-to-day operations. All this is at the company's office in Str. Justice 63,
Bucharest.
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In addition, given the specific nature of the company's business, as well as the large sales team that
travels across the country to sell Norofert products to farmers, the company currently has 25 vehicles.
Degree of wear of the issuer's properties
The degree of wear and tear of the property owned by the company does not raise significant issues with
the conduct of business.
The IT equipment owned by the company has a degree of physical wear and tear specific to office activity
- small.
Information about the potential issues related to the property rights over the issuer's tangible assets
There are no issues regarding the ownership of the tangible assets owned by the company at the factory
in Filipeștii de Pădure and at the headquarters in Bucharest, as the goods are wholly owned by the
company, they are not rented.
Based on a lease agreement with OTP Leasing, the Company purchased the following 16 cars during
2019: (at the time of writing this Report, the lease agreement with OTP Leasing is paid and the cars sold,
they are Replaced with Dacia Duster, based on a operational leasing contract with Autonom).
•
•

14 Jeep Renegade cars;
1 Dacia Duster car;

The 15 vehicles are purchased by Norofert Fitofarma SRL under a 5-year leasing contract with OTP
Leasing, the payments being correlated with the evolution of the agricultural seasons. Thus, the
company makes the first payment in August (after the wheat harvest) and the second payment in
October (after the corn and sunflower harvest).
In addition, Norofert SA has 6 additional cars leased:
•
•
•
•

1 Fiat 500 car (used, contract with IDEA Leasing IFN SA);
1 Dacia Logan Laureate car (RCI Leasing Romania IFN SA);
1 Dacia Logan MCV car (RCI Leasing Romania IFN SA);
1 car Dacia Dokker Van (Unicredit Leasing Corporation IFN SA).

EVOLUTION OF NRF SHARES ON THE BUCHAREST STOCK EXCHANGE
Norofert shares debuted on the SMT-AeRO segment of the Bucharest Stock Exchange on March 3, 2020
under the symbol NRF with a market capitalization of 25 million lei. From the time of listing until the date
of writing of this financial report, a number of 8,759,314 NRF shares have been traded.
At the time of writing this financial report, the company has a market capitalization of 150 million lei, a
value 7 times higher than at the time of listing and a shareholder base of over 2,800 investors.
At 31.12.2021, the shareholding structure of Norofert was as follows:
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Shareholder

Number of shares

% of share capital

POPESCU VLAD ANDREI

6,240,388

36.3916%

POPESCU ILEANA

2,922,137

17.0408%

ALEXE MARIAN-MARIUS

1,994,420

11.6307%

Other investors / free-float

5,990,935

34.9369%

TOTAL

17,147,880

100%

DIVIDEND POLICY
The Board of Directors of Norofert SA declares that the Company undertakes to comply with the
Corporate Governance Principles applicable to issuers whose securities are traded on the multilateral
trading system administered by the Bucharest Stock Exchange SA as a system operator.
In accordance with the above principles, the Company undertakes to adopt a dividend policy, as a set of
guidelines regarding the distribution of net profit, which the Company declares to comply with.
Accordingly, the Company's Board of Directors sets out the following relevant principles regarding
dividend policy:
1) The company recognizes the rights of shareholders to be remunerated in the form of dividends, as a form
of participation in the net profits accumulated from the operation as well as as an expression of the return
on capital invested in the Company.
2) Norofert SA is a growth company with great development potential, as long as it has access to capital to
make the necessary investments. According to the information included in the offer document provided
to investors by the company prior to the private placement for shares that took place in July 2019, also
included in the listing memorandum published on the issuer's website and BVB website before listing the
company on AeRO in March 2020, the Board intends to reward its investors by granting shares free of
charge, following the capitalization of a part of the net profits accumulated by the Company. In this way,
the capital will be kept by the company and invested in activities and expenses that aim to increase the
value of the business, while investors will be rewarded, for their contribution, with free shares.
3) The proposal regarding the distribution of dividends in the form of free shares will be made by the Board
of Directors of the Company, and the decision on approving the distribution of dividends belongs to the
General Meeting of Shareholders, adopted in accordance with the law.
4) Any changes to the company's dividend policy will be communicated to investors in a timely manner.
This policy will be reviewed by the Company's Board of Directors whenever additional relevant
information regarding dividend distribution occurs.
PROPOSAL FOR PROFIT DISTRIBUTION
The profit for 2021 remains undistributed.
DESCRIPTION OF ANY ACTIVITIES OF THE ISSUER FOR THE PURCHASE OF ITS OWN SHARES
Not the case - the issuer has not carried out such operations in the last 3 years.
IN THE EVENT THAT THE ISSUER HAS SUBSIDIARIES, SPECIFICATION OF THE NUMBER AND
NOMINAL VALUE OF SHARES ISSUED BY THE PARENT COMPANY HOLDING BY SUBSIDIARIES
None of the affiliates holds shares or bonds issued by Norofert SA
IN THE EVENT THAT THE ISSUER HAS ISSUED BONDS AND / OR OTHER DEBT SECURITIES
On January 21st, 2020, Norofert SA successfully closed the first private placement for corporate bonds
and attracted 11.5 million lei from investors on the Bucharest Stock Exchange. At the placement
participated 102 investors, the average subscription being over 100,000 lei. During the offer, 115,000
corporate bonds with a nominal value of 100 lei and with a maturity of 5 years were put up for sale. The
annual interest rate, to be paid semi-annually, has been set at 8.5%. On June 5, 2020, the corporate bonds
were admitted to trading on the SMT segment of the Bucharest Stock Exchange, under the symbol
NRF25.
At the time of writing this financial report, the Company is up to date with the payment of coupons
related to the issuance of bonds.
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ELEMENTS OF PERSPECTIVE REGARDING
THE ACTIVITY OF THE ISSUER
The purpose of the investments in assets, raw materials and human resources planned for 2022 is to
ensure solid growth of the Groups's business lines in the coming years, strengthening the Company's
position as the leader in the organic agriculture segment in Romania. These investments are considered
of strategic importance, and their completion will bring a high degree of efficiency to the Company's
business.
Through these absolutely necessary investments, the company continues to grow its profit and turnover
in a healthy way, without deviating from the priority directions it has imposed on itself: very good net
margins for the main line of business, the development of the organic farming segment, ecological
trading and the development of the hobby gardening area / small farmers.
Maintaining a net margin of over 20% for the main line of business: production of inputs for organic
farming.
Growth on the main line of business, production of inputs for organic farming. The 3-year investment
plan started in 2019 will be completed in 2022, and the investments will be directed towards the complete
automation of the production line, as well as the increase of the capacity, necessary for an increasingly
diversified range of products. Estimated investment of approximately 200,000 euro in 2022.
Increasing the storage capacity of the inputs from the factory in Filipeștii de Pădure by building a 1,500
sq m warehouse for the storage of granular fertilizers produced in the same location. The first step is the
acquisition of the production facility from Filipeștii de Pădure, and after the design and receipt of the
building permit, the Company will start the expansion. Estimated investment of approximately 1,400,000
euro.
Completion of the Research and Innovation Laboratory, which Norofert decided to build in the space in
Filipeștii de Pădure, in the same location as the production unit. Its completion will be carried out from
own funds and will be operationalized between July and September 2022. This facility, which will occupy
an area of 450 square meters, has the role of accelerating the process of innovation and research for the
development of competitive products for the Romanian market as well as for export. In Q4 of 2021, in
order to start the construction, the following were purchased: the hall with a light metal structure, which
will house the Laboratory and the laboratory equipment, the latter being purchased in proportion of 70%.
Estimated investment of approximately 250,000 euro in 2022.
The investments necessary for the complete operationalization of the farm from Zimnicea, Jud.
Teleorman. The funds, secured from equity and / or bank loans, will go towards the development of the
ecological grain storage capacity, by modernizing the current spaces and building new ones. It is also
crucial to start an investment in irrigation, the target area for irrigation in the next 12 months being 200250 ha. Estimated investment of approximately 670,000 euro in 2022.
Increasing the sales team to 17 Sales Representatives and 3 Technical Representatives, to cover the entire
territory of Romania.
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RISKS
PRICE RISK - this is the risk that the market price of the products sold by the company will fluctuate to

such an extent as to make existing contracts unprofitable. As the company is a producer of agricultural
inputs, it has the unique advantage of setting the price of the products it sells, of course in line with the
prices of other producers active in the market. In the agricultural sector, it is common for producers of
agricultural inputs to establish a relatively high list of standard prices, which allows for a significant profit
margin, and then to offer discounts according to each individual customer, taking into account the time
at which they pay. of the quantity of products purchased. Having a high price list allows the company to
have a flexible pricing policy, manage price risks, and adapt to changing market prices from one day to
the next, from one customer to another. Even with significant reductions, the company still manages to
maintain a healthy balance between production costs and sales costs, which also include indirect costs.
With regard to the prices of raw materials used for fertilizer production, it is important to point out that,
in general, there are no large price fluctuations and they are relatively low, given the final selling price of
the products. Therefore, as the issuer is not involved in the distribution activity, which involves a
significant price risk, its exposure to price risk is relatively small. The only exception in which the company
is exposed to price risk is when it purchases seeds or third-party products, as is the case with the
promotion of the Karisma line. However, products purchased from third parties are never sold separately,
but only in specially designed packages that include the issuer's own products, thus contributing to risk
mitigation. Being included in the package, any margin losses from third party products are covered by
the large margin from other products in the package, which are own products.
LIQUIDITY RISK - liquidity risk is associated with the holding of fixed or financial assets and their

transformation into liquid assets. The company has no financial assets other than shares in two
subsidiary companies, Norofert Fito and Norofert SUA LLC, but has fixed assets, most of which are the
equipment needed for day-to-day operations at the company's two production facilities. The company
does not intend to sell these assets, as they are necessary to ensure the current activity.
CREDIT RISK - the risk that the Group will incur a financial loss as a result of the breach of contractual

obligations by a client, which mainly results from the trade receivables or the possible breach of the
obligations under some financial instruments. The company is exposed to the credit risk, given that the
specific nature of the activity and the business model involves the credit of customers on terms of over
180 - 360 days. In order to reduce the exposure to the risk of non-payment of sector-specific receivables,
Norofert implemented a careful customer selection policy excluding small farmers without a good
payment track record and focused on large farmers in organic and conventional agriculture. The Risk
Department within the company makes a thorough evaluation of each client sent for approval by the
field sales team. As a result of this assessment, the creditworthy customers receive a credit limit, with
which they can purchase products from the Norofert portfolio.
The Risk Management Department was established following the private placement in July 2019. The
role of this department is to minimize the risk of financing through risk policies adapted to business lines
(Norofert Karisma, Organics and Fito). The risk policy is based on the definition of a set of evaluation
criteria, criteria that consider a correct evaluation of the client's solvency from a commercial point of view
(partner type, culture type, work surface, history), legal (litigation) and financial (turnover, number of
employees, CRC incidents, stocks, etc.). The financing or granting of a credit limit is carried out based on
the above-mentioned criteria, each credit limit being secured by guaranteed instruments or additional
guarantees requested after the client's analysis. The process of monitoring clients helps to identify
possible situations or changes from the legal and financial point of view intervened in the activity of the
client to whom credit line was granted. These situations may lead to the modification of the financing
decision. The monitoring process is carried out from the moment of granting the credit line until the time
of collection of the debts. The debt collection procedure is structured on exact periods that allow both
amicable collection and enforcement of guarantees, where appropriate. All these activities included in
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the risk procedure must allow for the most accurate assessment of the client's solvency at the time of
requesting the financing and its future payment capacity, so that the financing decision is taken in
conditions of zero risk of non-term recovery and in all the financing provided to the client.
EXCHANGE RATE RISK - the possibility of recording losses from international trade contracts or other

economic relations, due to changes in the exchange rate of the currency in the period between the
conclusion of the contract and its maturity.
CASH-FLOW RISK - this is the risk that the company will not be able to meet its payment obligations at

maturity. The periods of the year in which the company is exposed to the risk of cash flow are the months
before the harvest (June for rapeseed, July for wheat and October for sunflower and corn). A prudent
cash flow risk management policy involves maintaining a sufficient level of cash, cash equivalents and
the availability of funding through properly contracted credit facilities. The Company monitors the level
of expected cash inflows from the collection of trade receivables, as well as the level of expected cash
outflows for the payment of trade payables and other debts. Cash flow risk is limited by factoring
operations on eligible customers and marketing campaigns that encourage the advance payment of
products in exchange for higher discounts.
RISK ASSOCIATED WITH INTEREST RATES AND SOURCES OF FINANCING - In case of deterioration of the

economic environment in which the issuer operates, it may be unable to contract a new loan under the
conditions it previously benefited from, which could lead to increased financing costs and would
adversely affect the company's financial condition.
COUNTERPARTY RISK - this is the risk that a natural or legal third party will not fulfill its obligations under

a financial instrument or under a client contract, thus leading to a financial loss. The company's exposure
to counterparty risk is limited because the company does not sell products that it does not have in stock.
In order to optimize costs, any type of third-party products, such as wheat seeds that the company
includes in its packages to promote the Karisma line, are purchased in advance at the beginning of the
season to ensure sufficient stock. Although this limits the company's counterparty risk, it increases the
risk associated with the company's assets, which is explained in detail above.
RISK OF COMPANY GOODS AND DEPRECIATION OF STOCKS - At December 31, 2021, Norofert's inventory
of current assets included goods including wheat seeds, nitrogen fertilizers, and third-party soil fertilizers
that were purchased by Norofert. to include them in technology packages. The risk of wheat seeds
deteriorating for several reasons (weather, weather or storage conditions to name a few) and not being
in optimal condition to be resold is considered insignificant.
RISK ASSOCIATED WITH POLITICAL AND SOCIAL INSTABILITIES IN THE REGION - Political and military

instability in the region, such as the war in Ukraine, can lead to profoundly unfavorable economic
conditions, social unrest or, at worst, military confrontations in the region. The effects are largely
unpredictable but may include declining investment, significant currency fluctuations, rising interest
rates, reduced credit availability, trade and capital flows, and rising energy prices. These and other
unforeseen adverse effects of crises in the region could have a material adverse effect on the Group's
business, prospects, results of operations and financial position.
GENERAL ECONOMIC RISKS - the issuer's activities are sensitive to economic cycles and general economic

conditions. Both the international financial crisis and the volatile economic environment can have
significant negative effects on the issuer's business, operating results and financial position. Sociopolitical turmoil can also impact the company's business. The international financial markets have felt
the effects of the global financial crisis that started in 2008. These effects have also been felt on the
Romanian financial market in the form of low liquidity of the capital market, as well as by an increase in
medium-term financing interest rates, due to the global liquidity crisis. In the future, such a scenario
could be repeated and the possible significant losses suffered by the international financial market, with
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major implications on the Romanian market, could affect the Issuer's ability to obtain new loans or
financing, in sustainable conditions.
PANDEMIC RISK - Although ignored in recent decades, this risk (especially the risk of global epidemics and

the risk of a pandemic) has returned to public attention. Although for some companies these may
become opportunities, at least in the short term, the overall economic impact is considered to be
negative. Thus, there are opinions that, depending on the nature and severity of the pandemic, it can
induce recessions lasting a quarter, or even several years. If the reactions of the public authorities and /
or the medical community are not the right ones, there is even the risk of a depression that would lead
to significant reductions in economic activity and in the price of most assets. For example, in the first
months of 2020, a coronavirus pandemic (SARS-VOC-2), known as COVID-19, occurred. This pandemic
has led to a decline of over 25% from the latest highs for major global stock indices. This has similarly
influenced the local capital market. Moreover, at the international level, most major asset classes have
been severely adversely affected, even those that traditionally function as shelters for investors.
RISK DUE TO THE SPECIFICITY OF THE ACTIVITY - the company operates in the field of agriculture in a niche

of products intended especially for organic farming. As a result of the strategy at the level of the
European Union and Romania, farmers benefit every year from subsidies that significantly support the
activity of farmers. Although no information is known in this regard, if in the future this strategy
undergoes adjustments / changes in the direction of decreasing subsidies, it may also have a negative
impact on the company's customers, with a potential impact on the collection of receivables and / or new
product orders to Norofert.
RISK OF FORECLOSURE OF ISSUER'S ACCOUNTS – forclosure of accounts is a measure of enforcement that

can be applied to a company. Thus, the issuer's accounts may be blocked as a result of the foreclosure, if
the issuer's creditors request this measure in order to recover their debts. The seizure of the issuer's
accounts leads to the blocking of the amounts from the seized accounts and can lead to the difficulty or
impossibility of the company to fulfill its subsequent obligations, in the agreed terms.
OPERATIONAL RISK - The Romanian agricultural cycle is divided into two main seasons, each having a

different influence on the financial performance of the company:
•

•

February-May, with peak activity in March-April, is the season for sowing sunflower and corn crops as
well as applying treatments for wheat and rapeseed sown in the fall that have come out of winter (i.e.
germinated and survived). winter season). For the cultivation and treatment of these crops, Norofert
sells its own products with the highest profit margin. Thus, in the first half of each year, the company
generates most of the total profit.
August-October, with peak activity from mid-September to the end of October, is the season for
sowing wheat and rapeseed crops. During this campaign, Norofert primarily sells specially designed
packages containing seeds, herbicides and fertilizers. These packages, together with the products of
the Karisma line, also include other products (wheat seeds, herbicides and nitrogen fertilizers) which
are not produced by Norofert, thus causing a lower profit margin. For this reason, in the second half
of the year, Norofert generally has high revenues but lower profits compared to the first half of the
year.

Depending on the weather conditions, the cycles may be extended over the period specified above, thus
affecting the company's sales, in particular the sales of products from the Norofert Organics and Norofert
Karisma lines. The Norofert FITO line for small farmers and hobby gardening is the only one that is not
significantly influenced by the agricultural seasons. Thus, the production line of FITO products operates
all year round and is expected to ensure a constant cash flow to the Group, as the payment term for the
FITO line is more favorable, 90 days compared to 280-360 days for the other two lines. .
RISK OF LOSS OF REPUTATION - is a risk inherent in the issuer's business, the reputation being particularly

important in the business environment, especially if the company wants to expand the business in other
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markets. The ability to expand its portfolio in order to develop its business is related to the recognition
of the issuer's brand and the imposition of products on target markets.
THE RISK ASSOCIATED WITH THE BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT PLAN - the company aims at a sustainable

growth, as strategic directions for the development of the main activity, Norofert aims to increase the
market share and sales volume in Romania amid increased market absorption for ecologically certified
inputs and reorientation predominantly through large distributors. However, it is possible that the line of
development chosen by the issuer for the expansion of the business may not be in line with expectations
and estimates, in which case it could have a negative effect on the company's financial situation.
RISK ASSOCIATED WITH THE REALIZATION OF FINANCIAL FORECASTS - the financial forecasts start from the

premise of fulfilling the business development plan. The company intends to periodically issue forecasts
on the evolution of the main economic and financial indicators in order to give potential investors and
the capital market a true and complete picture of the current situation and future plans envisaged by the
company, as well as current reports detailing the comparative elements. between the predicted data and
the actual results obtained. Forecasts will be part of the annual and half-yearly reports, and the forecast
policy is published on the company's website at the following link. Forecasts will be made in a prudent
manner, but there is a risk of failure to meet them, therefore the data to be reported by the company
may be significantly different from those forecast or estimated as a result of previously unforeseen
factors. or whose negative impact could not be counteracted or anticipated.
RISK ASSOCIATED WITH KEY PEOPLE - the company, active in a niche industry, organic farming, in an

expanding market, carries out an activity that requires high knowledge and specialization. The company
depends on recruiting and retaining management staff and qualified employees. The medium and longterm profitability of the company depends, to a large extent, on the performance of qualified employees,
staff and executive management, which are particularly important for the future development of the
Norofert group. Therefore, there is a possibility that in the future the company will not be able to retain
its executives or key personnel involved in the company's activities or will not be able to attract other
qualified members of the management team or key people, which would affect the market position as
well. its future development. Thus, both the loss of management and key employees could have a
material adverse effect on the Company's business, financial position and results of operations.
RISK ASSOCIATED WITH OTHER TYPES OF DISPUTES - in the course of its business, the issuer is subject to a

risk of litigation, inter alia, as a result of changes and developments in legislation. The issuer may be
affected by other contractual claims, complaints and disputes, including from its counterparties,
customers, competitors or regulators, as well as any negative publicity that such an event may entail.
FISCAL AND LEGAL RISK - the issuer is governed by Romanian law and even if Romanian law has been

largely harmonized with EU law, further changes may occur and new laws and regulations may be
introduced, which may affect the company's business. Romanian legislation is often unclear, subject to
different interpretations and implementations and frequent changes. Both the amendment of the tax
and legal legislation, as well as possible events generated by their application, can materialize in possible
fines or lawsuits filed against the company, which can impact the activity of the issuer.
RISKS RELATED TO ROMANIAN INVESTMENTS, IN AN ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL CONTEXT - Romania's

economy is vulnerable in conditions of regional or international recession, financial and economic
problems in general can be felt more acutely in certain markets or sectors. Political and social change can
also be an unpredictable factor. Romania does not have all the business, legal and regulatory
infrastructure that would exist in a developed economy. The legislation is subject to varying
interpretations and is frequently amended.
OTHER RISKS - Investors should take into account that the risks presented above are the most significant

risks that the company is aware of at the time of writing. However, the risks presented in this section do
not necessarily include all those risks associated with the issuer's business, and the company cannot
guarantee that it covers all relevant risks. There may be other risk factors and uncertainties that the
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company is unaware of at the time of writing and may change the issuer's actual results, financial
condition, performance and performance in the future and may lead to a decrease in the company's share
price. Investors should also carry out the necessary prior checks in order to make their own assessment
of the investment opportunity.
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PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT
Profit and loss account indicators (RON)

31/12/2020

31/12/2021

Evolution%

Operating revenue, of which:

30,576,551

48,993,625

61%

24,923,735

51,962,990

107%

4,937,646

(3,973,695)

(180%)

715,170

1,004,532

40%

Operating expenses, of which:

21,444,207

39,346,312

78 %

Cost of Materials, out of which:

11,645,970

23,349,392

90%

Costs of Raw Materials

3,500,600

3,878,143

11%

Costs of Goods

7,855,760

19,114,294

143%

289,610

356,955

2. 3%

3,751,798

4,731,808

26%

780,820

1,925,264

147%

5,265,619

9,339,848

77%

Operating result

9,132,344

9,647,313

6%

Financial income

226,473

65,597

(71%)

3,309,589

1,243,814

(62%)

Financial result

(3,083,116)

(1,178,217)

(62%)

Total revenues

30,803,024

49,059,222

59%

Total expenses

24,753,796

40,590,126

64%

Gross result

6,049,228

8,469,096

40%

999,513

1,380,412

38%

5,049,714

7,088,684

40%

Turnover
Change in Inventories
Other Operating Revenues

Other Material-related expenses
Personnel Expenses
Depreciation expenses and value adjustments
Other operating expenses

Financial expenses

Profit tax / other taxes
Net result
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BALANCE SHEET
Balance sheet indicators (RON)

31/12/2020

31/12/2021

Evolution%

1,729,772

9,733,712

463%

746

1,349,136

180,749%

1,640,365

8,264,075

404%

88,661

120,501

36%

31,962,591

53,324,374

72%

8,183,962

6,975,385

(15%)

905,905

1,549,916

71%

Finished product

2,134,211

164,687

(92%)

Goods

1,761,125

1,933,881

10%

15,038

44,568

196%

1,053,821

3,326,900

216%

Receivables

23,655,105

44,233,251

87%

Trade receivables

20,271,683

40,739,475

101%

3,383,422

3,493,776

3%

123,524

2,115,738

1613%

18,607

3492%

33,710,971

668,406
63,726,492

8,939,441

18,613,989

108%

5,268,764

8,934,066

70%

1,176,449

5,312,538

352%

Debts to shareholders

0

0

0%

Other short-term debt

2,494,228

4,367,385

75%

11,712,509

18,414,162

57%

0

6,819,671

100%

Corporate bonds

11,500.00

11,500.00

0%

Financial leasing

212,509

94,491

(56%)

36.156

16611%

Fixed assets, of which:
Intangible assets
Tangible fixed assets
Financial assets
Current assets, of which:
Inventories
Raw materials and consumables

Packaging
Advances for the stock acquisitions

Other assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Pre-paid expenses
Total Assets
Current liabilities, of which:
Third-party suppliers
Bank debts

Non-current liabilities, of which:
Bank debts

Income in advance
Total liabilities

20,688,106

6,042,082
43,070,233

Equity, of which:

13,022,865

20,508,879

65%

3,209,576

6,859,152

114%

Share premium

6,458,456

13,452,497

108%

Legal reserves

448,820

871,562

94%

8,240

8,240

0%

Retained profit / (loss)

1,849,481

7,348,514

297%

Profit / (loss) for the financial year

5,049,715

7,088,684

40%

302,461

422,742
63,726,492

(40%)

Subscribed and paid-up capital

Other reservations

Distribution of profit
Total equity and debt
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101%

33,710,971

108%

89%

CASH FLOW
Profit before tax
Adjustments for:
Depreciation related to intangible assets
Depreciation related to property, plant and equipment
Expenses / (Revenue) related to customer provisions and
similar accounts
Expenses / (Income) related to provisions for risks and
expenses
Subsidy income
Correction made in relation to the carried forward result
related to the profit and loss account of the previous year
Interest expenses
Interest income
Cash flow generated from operating activity before changes in
working capital
Debt increases
Expenditure increases in advance
(Increases) / Decreases in stocks
(Decreases) / Increases in debt
Advance income increases
Interest paid
Profit tax paid
Net cash from operating activities

6,049,227

8,469,096

150
28,020

12,604
472,269

360,353

1,444,139

(16,653)

(14,256)
(36,703)

(2,223,800)
932,676
(217,916)

(3,014,423)
1,081,871
-

4,912,057

8,414,597

(7,348,577)
29,702
(5,537,929)
(1,451,059)
(932,765)
(749,596)

(25,554,082)
(649,799)
1,085,073
5,546,810
6,042,629
(1,084,101)
(1,420,350)

(11,078,167)

(7,619,224)

(858,152)
896
(9,540)
-

(7,095,977)
(1,323,117)
(31,840)
-

(868,588)

(8,450,935)

Cash flows from investment activities
Acquisitions of tangible assets
Acquisitions of intangible assets
Loans (granted) / repaid and financial fixed assets
Proceeds from the sale of fixed assets
Proceeds from investment grants
Net cash flow from investment activities
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December 31, 2020

December 31, 2021

708,980
(264,848)
11,500,000

2,097,480
8,858,280
(107,429)
7,214,041
-

11,944,132

18,062,372

(Decrease) / Net increase in cash and cash equivalents

(2,623)

1,992,214

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the financial
year

126,147

123,524

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the financial year

123,524

2,115,738

Cash flows from financing activities
Increasing credit line usage
Receipt / (Repayment) long term loan
Financial leasing payments
Changes in share capital increase / (decrease)
Receipts from the bond issue
Net cash flow from financing activities

PRINCIPLES OF CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
Statement on alignment with BVB's Corporate Governance principles for the multilateral trading system
- AeRO market.
CODE

PROVISIONS TO BE OBSERVED

FULLY
RESPECTS

DOES
NOT
RESPECT

EXPLANATIONS

SECTION A - RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
A1.

A2.

A3.

A4.

A5.

The company should have internal Board
regulations that include terms of
reference regarding the Board and key
management functions of the company.
The administration of the conflict of
interests at Council level should also be
dealt with in the Council Regulation
Any other professional commitments of
the members of the Board, including the
position of executive or non-executive
member of the Board in other companies
(excluding subsidiaries of the company)
and non-profit institutions, will be notified
to the Board before appointment and
during the term of office.
Each member of the Board shall inform
the Board of any connection with a
shareholder who directly or indirectly
holds shares representing not less than
5% of the total number of voting rights.
This obligation shall take into account any
connection which may affect the position
of that Member on matters relating to
decisions of the Council.
The annual report will inform whether an
evaluation of the Council under the
chairmanship has taken place. The annual
report shall contain the number of
meetings of the Council.

Ö

The Issuer fully complies with
this provision.
Ö

The Issuer fully complies with
this provision.
Ö

Ö

The procedure for cooperation with the
Authorized Consultant for a period during
which such cooperation is applicable shall
contain at least the following:

Ö

A.5.1.

Contact person for the Authorized
Consultant

Ö

A.5.2.

The frequency of meetings with the
Authorized Consultant, which will be at
least once a month and whenever new
events or information involve the
submission of current or periodic reports,
so that the Authorized Consultant can be
consulted;

Ö

The obligation to inform the Bucharest
Stock Exchange about any malfunction
that occurred during the cooperation with
the Authorized Consultant, or the change
of the Authorized Consultant.

Ö

A.5.3.

SECTION B - INTERNAL CONTROL / AUDIT

2

The Issuer fully complies with
this provision.

The Issuer fully complies with
this provision.

The Issuer had signed a
contract with SSIF Goldring SA
regarding the provision of
Authorized Consultant
services, post-listing, for a
period of 12 months.

B1.

B2.

The Board will adopt a policy so that any
transaction of the company with a
subsidiary representing 5% or more of the
company's net assets, according to the
latest financial reporting, is approved by
the Board.
The internal audit must be carried out by a
separate organizational structure (internal
audit department) within the company or
through the services of an independent
third party, which will report to the Board
and, within the company, report directly
to the General Manager.

Ö

In 2021 Norofert SA concluded an
internal audit contract with
Contexpert.
Ö

SECTION C - FAIR REWARDS AND MOTIVATION
C1.

The company will publish in the annual
report a section that will include the total
income of the members of the Board and
the general manager and the total
amount of all bonuses or any variable
compensation, including the key
assumptions and principles for their
calculation.

The issuer undertakes to publish
this information in the annual
report.
Ö

SECTION D - BUILDING VALUE THROUGH INVESTOR RELATIONS
D1.

D1.1

D1.2

D1.3

D1.4

D1.5

D1.6

3

In addition to the information provided in
the legal provisions, the company's
website will contain a section dedicated to
Investor Relations, both in Romanian and
in English, with all relevant information of
interest to investors, including:

The main regulations of the company, in
particular the articles of association and
the internal regulations of the statutory
bodies

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

All current and periodic reports
of Norofert SA are available on
the issuer's website.

Ö

All information about AGA
Norofert SA is available on the
issuer's website.

Current reports and periodic reports;

Information about corporate events such
as the payment of dividends or other
events that result in the acquisition or
limitation of a shareholder's rights,
including deadlines and the principles of
such transactions;
Other extraordinary information that
should be made public: cancellation /
modification / initiation of cooperation
with an Authorized Consultant; signing /

The key regulations of
Norofert SA can be found on
the issuer's website.
The CVs and biographies of the
company's management staff
can be found on the Norofert
website as well as in the annual
reports.

CVs of members of statutory bodies

Information on general meetings of
shareholders: agenda and related
materials; decisions of general meetings;

Norofert SA complies with all
the rules regarding the IR
function, as detailed below.
The company has a section
dedicated to investor relations
on the website
www.norofert.ro which is
available in both English and
Romanian.

Ö

Ö

If applicable, this information
will be published by the
company on the Norofert
website, as well as in a current
report sent to BVB.
If applicable, this information
will be published by the
company on the NOROFERT

D1.7

D2.

D3.

D4.

D5.

D6.

4

renewing / terminating an agreement
with a Market Maker.

website , as well as in a current
report sent to BVB.

The company must have an Investor
Relations function and include in the
section dedicated to this function, on the
company's website, the name and contact
details of a person who has the ability to
provide, upon request, the appropriate
information.

Ö

Contact details for Norofert's
IR department can be found on
the company's website in the
"Investors" section.

Ö

The company's dividend policy
is available on the Norofert
website, in the "Investors"
section.

The company must have adopted a
dividend policy of the company, as a set of
directions regarding the distribution of
net profit, which the company declares to
comply with. The principles of the
dividend policy must be published on the
company's website.
The company must have a policy on
forecasts and whether or not they will be
provided. The forecasts are the quantified
conclusions of the studies aimed at
determining the total impact of a list of
factors related to a future period (socalled assumptions). The policy must set
out the frequency, the period under
consideration and the content of the
forecasts. The forecasts, if published, will
be part of the annual, half-yearly or
quarterly reports. The forecast policy
must be published on the company's
website.
The company must set the date and place
of a general meeting so as to allow the
participation of as many shareholders as
possible.

The financial statements will include
information in both Romanian and English
on the main factors influencing changes in
sales, operating profit, net profit or any
other relevant financial indicator.
The company will hold at least one
meeting / conference call with analysts
and investors each year. The information
presented on these occasions will be
published in the investor relations section
of the company's website, at the time of
that meeting / conference call.

Norofert's forecast policy is
available on the company's
website in the "Investors"
section.

Ö

Ö

Ö

Ö

Norofert organizes and will
continue to organize GMS on
weekdays or weekends, in
Bucharest or other major cities
in the country as well as online
through the eVote platform.
Norofert issues all information
to investors, including financial
reports, bilingually, in English
and in Romania.
Norofert will hold "NRF
Investor Day" at least once a
year - an event to which all
stakeholders will be invited,
including investors, analysts
and media representatives.

DECLARATION OF THE MANAGEMENT
May 17, 2022, Bucharest
The undersigned, Popescu Vlad Andrei, as the President of the Board of Directors of Norofert SA,
confirms, according to the best available information, that the audited financial statements for the period
ended on 31 December 2021 give a true and fair view of Norofert’s assets, liabilities, financial position and
profit and loss, and that the Annual Report for the period of 1 January 2021 and 31 December 2021 gives a
true and fair view of important events that have occurred during the 2021 financial year and their impact
on the financial statements of the company.

President of the Board of Directors
Vlad Andrei Popescu
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